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ABSTRACT

Comprehensive analyses based on rigorous vector diffraction theory have been presented to simulate the readout

signal contrast using SIL in reading phase change recording disk. De-polarized reflected light (y-polarized from x-polarized

incident beam) results in the reduction of total signal contrast, and becomes more obvious for high numerical aperture (NA)

systems. Due to the signal degradation from de-polarized reflected light, filtering de-polarized light is applied to signal

detection. The x-polarized contrast is a factor 1.0 to 1.35 higher than the conventional detection contrast (x+y polarized) at

different gap widths, at a cost of 0 to 25 percent total intensity reduction.

Keywords: Solid Immersion Lens (SIL), near-field recording, NA (numerical aperture), polarization, vector diffraction.

INTRODUCTION

Areal density of optical recording is limited by the laws of diffraction to be about 0.6X/NA, where X is the

wavelength of the laser and NA is the numerical aperture of the focusing lens. A solid immersion lens (SIL) attached to an

objective with effective NA higher than 1 is a feasible scheme to produce an ultra-small focus laser spot to read/write in

optical recording; 4 . The principle of the SIL-based near field optics is that by focusing light inside a high refraction index

lens without another refraction, the wavelength of light is shrunk by a factor n, where n is the refraction index of the lens.

Based on vector diffraction theory using plane-wave expansion, the spectrum within the critical angle of SIL-air interface

will diffract like a focus wave with NA=I (regionl), the other part will decay exponentially away from the bottom of SIL

(region2). When the SIL was positioned closely enough to the disk, optical tunneling effect of region2 results in increasing

the effective numerical aperture (NA) above theoretical upper limit of I in air. Through evanescent coupling into the

recording medium, the reduced marks can be readout using SIL, promising substantial increase in the storage density. For

SIL systems with NAeff > 1, the air gap spacing between SIL lens and recording medium dramatically affects the signal

contrast. Moreover, in such high NA systems, the incident angle is so large that the readout signal will be affected by de-
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polarization effect. Here we examine the effect of de-polarization on readout signal contrast in phase change disks using

SIL.

SYSTEM LAYOUT

The SIL-based system and disk structures are shown in Fig. 1. We adopt the linearly x-polarized Gaussian beam with

a l/e radius of r 0=RA (the objective radius), resulting in an effective NAe;=I.1 and 1.48 for 0.6-NA and 0.8-NA objective

lens with SIL (n=2.0), respectively. Reflected beam is collimated, separated into the x and y-polarized electric field by a

PBS and then detected denoted by S, and S2, respectively. The full vectorial character of light is considered in this

simulation. Here reflective crystalline and amorphous state in x-polarized is denoted as S× and S:.,, respectively, while S,,

and .,,, for y-polarized, respectively. The readout signal contrast is defined as (%)-S, ) (S;,.S,').

SIMULATION METHODS

Our approach to vector diffraction is based on Mansuripur's6-'. Wavefront is decomposed into a set of plane waves

that propagate independently through the SIL system. Then each plane wave propagation in 0 and 0 directions has

associated with its two orthogonal electric fields in the input pupil plane, E,° and E,', which are aligned in the radial and

azimuthal directions, respectively. After reflected from the layered media, the two independent electric fields become Ep and

E, The reflection matrix of the phase-change disk can be written as follows:

E R s R 1E0 1

+ 2 ¢-- a_ Ey

Oz an' ExEy' O an -
t9 = tan - . E,-4 E"' Ex

Ez

The reflection coefficient given by thin-film matrix techniques is adopted for reflected field at the medium. In

phase change material, s and p-polarized waves are independent as the cross terms RP, and R5 p are zero. After coordinate

transformation, the polarization of a refracted beam can be expressed in terms of that of the incident beams in Cartesian

coordinates:

y (2)
E, T7 TlzyL y

where
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III, I {R•,+R, coso)-(R,- Rpp cosO.)cos2+,-(R, +R cos0)sin 24]j

% =41R c , -RP- cos.)- (Rp + RP, cos6O)cos24 + (R,, RRP, cos0)sin 21,,4.

I !{p R coso)+ (R, +-R coS0)cos2. ±(R,,+R cos0),in 2+]1
PFyl 2sp ps PPýJjy.R,, + R,• cosO..0+ (R.,- R,P cos6 k)o.,. 2ý + (1RP + RPS Cos 0)..ill 2+}l

T'. = (R cos -RPs sin +)sin 0

'y = (R . cos~i + R sin p)sin 0

At a focal length from the SIL bottom along the z axis, the electric field distribution in exit pupil is obtained by

superimposing each plane waves, taking into account their different propagation paths and polarization vectors. The integral

of the overall electric field can be computed efficiently by fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) algorithm. Finally, the reflected

electric field components of x and y polarized (z is too small to be included) separated by PBS are detected individually.

SIMULATION RESULTS

The difference and DC values of reflected wave in x and y-polarized for NAff• 1.1 are shown in Fig. 2(a). DC values of

x-polarizedS- S,, change extensively as the gap width increases, which mainly determine the signal contrast, as shown in

Fig. 2(b). On the other hand, the y-polarized 5, 5 is so weak that the signal contrast degradation due to y-polarized can

be neglected. Moreover, the contrast of y-polarized is even reversed at gap width = 0 rn because of interference effects.

Then we use an annular aperture, shown in Fig. 1, to block the rays below the critical total reflection angle (TIR) angle

to concentrate on the readout contrast of evanescent wave, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b), respectively. The ratio of block

radius to full aperture radius is 0.77. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the DC values of both x (S<.) and y-polarized (5> S,

increase as air-gap increases because of the total reflection effect. As the air-gap exceeds about 400 nm, the incident beam is

all reflected by TIR so that the signal contrast in both x and y-polarized approach to zero, as shown in Fig. 3(b).

De-polarization resulted from large incident angle becomes more significant in higher NA systems. Then, we used a

NAoff=1.48 to examine the relationship between polarized readout contrast and gap width compared to NAffI. 1. As Fig.

4(a) shows, DC values of y-polarized (S., increase compared to NA,,= 1.1, shown in Fig. 2(a), result in apparent

degradation of total contrast due to y-polarized, as shown in Fig. 4(b).

We also observed the annular aperture of NAff;=1. 4 8 , compared with NAe,=I. 1, to observe whether more evanescent

components have influence on readout signal contrast. The ratio of block radius to full aperture radius is 0.44. As Fig. 5(a)

shows, the signal and DC values both increase compared to NAf--1.1. Consequently, the total readout contrast will not been
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improved by more evanescent components, as shown in Fig. 5(b). Moreover, the faster decay of evanescent wave results in

contrast margin shrunk when gap is below 400 nm for 1.1-NAeff to approximate 150 nm for 1.48-NAeff, respectively.

The calculated results above show that the conventional detection of phase change medium (total intensity of x+y

polarized) is from individual contribution of x and y polarization, respectively. Moreover, readout contrast in x and y-

polarized are different functions of gap width. Since readout signal contrast from x-polarized is always higher than the sum,

the readout signal contrast can be improved by filtering y-polarized. Taking NAe,=1.48 full aperture objective for example,

the intensity and contrast ratio of x-polarized/sum reveals a trade-off between signal improvement and detected intensity, as

shown in Fig. 6. The x-polarized contrast is a factor 1.0 to 1.35 higher than the sum contrast at different air gap, at a cost of

0 to 25 percent total intensity reduction.

CONCLUSIONS

Comprehensive analyses based on rigorous vector diffraction theory have been presented to simulate the readout

signal contrast using SIL optics in reading phase change recording disks. The readout signals of SIL-based systems are

affected not only by evanescent coupling but also de-polarization effect in such high NA system. We noticed that the de-

polarized reflected light (y-polarized from x-polarized incident beam) resulted in the reduction of total contrast, and became

more seriously for high NA system. Moreover, more evanescent coupling will not contribute to signal contrast. Due to the

signal degradation from de-polarized reflected light, a filtering de-polarized light is applied to signal detection. The reflected

x-polarized contrast is a factor 1.0 to 1.35 times higher than the sum contrast (x+y polarized) at different air-gap, at the cost

of 0 to 25 percent total intensity reduction.
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Fig. 1 Schematic of SIL-based system and disk structure.
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Fig. 5(a) Difference and DC values for the system of Fig. 5(b) The signal contrast of annular aperture in x,

NA 5 l=!.48 with an annular aperture blocking the ray y and sum (x+y polarized), respectively. Signal drops

below the critical TIR angle. Both DC and difference more sharply than that of NA5•I.1 (Fig. 3(b)).

in x and y-polarized increase compare to NAI.l Moreover, the contrast margin shrunk as gap is less

(Fig. 3(a)). than 400 nm in NAof=1.1 to approximate 150 nm.
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Fig. 6 Intensity and contrast ratio of x-polarized to sum (x+y polarized) for the system of

NAffaI.48 with full aperture. There is a tradeoff between signal contrast and detected

intensity.
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